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About This Software

Leadwerks Game Launcher lets you play a variety of creative, experimental, and just plain wacky mini-games made with
Leadwerks Game Engine. Fly a spaceship through an asteroid field, play a round of miniature golf, or ride a lawn mower while

dodging killer cows. It's free and there's a constant supply of new things to try.

With Steam Workshop integration, you can talk directly to the developers and give your feedback for new ideas to be
incorporated into their games. Start a discussion and let the devs know what you liked about their game, what can be improved,

and any new ideas you have to add to their game. Your feedback will help them design their game and create something new
and unique for the Steam community to enjoy.

If you're looking for the latest polished blockbuster AAA game with no rough edges...this isn't it. If you want to try something
off the beaten path, complete with glitches, experimental ideas, unbeatable levels, and a never-ending variety of new things to
do, get Leadwerks Game Launcher. It's free and includes more than 25 mini-games, with new ones being added all the time.

Here are some of the mini-games you can play right now for free:

Hunt for Food

Asteroids3D

Vectronic

Mini Golf

Beach Roll
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The Mower

Cuber

Evaluation Abridged

Castle Defender

The Hankinator's Funhouse

The Hankinator's Phantasmagoria

Slafstraf Horror

Cuber

Nuke

Tunnels of Tarkus

Rise of the Pumpkinheads

The Biodome

One More Day

Lockdown
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is a quite good, non inmersive game but funny after all

pros:
+relaxin sountrack
+nice atmosphere

cons:
-slow gameplay
-so much brighten
-difficult controls
-bored quests. Did not like this at all.. Starts easy, grows gradually more difficult, just like most puzzle/logic games like this.

But then it just jumps right into the complex dimension, throwing setups that seem impossible at first, having to (ab|re)use
modules on each other in really unexpected ways and tweaking timings carefully. And seems I'm just about half way through...

I like a lot.. It's okay. Very simple gameplay, with a little more challenge if you use the advanced controls where your heli can
actually tip over, but this thing looks and plays like a mobile port.
Fun for a little while but I won't be spending hours on this.. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=krqONPp-PZM

MotoGP 18 is a great racing game. The control is very good and it takes profit of a very attractive license, but it looks like an
update more than like a new game. (Darker and Blurry than MotoGP 17). Constantly stuttering frame rates in VR (no other
game gives me trouble), and as another reviewer says it's difficult to see the point of it as you're falling through space and
constantly get killed by unknown things you can't see or be careful to watch out for.. Its a good game I just wish there were
people actully playing it.. This makes a big difference to the mountain scenery, the only problem I have is my add on airport for
Aspen has to be disabled it is incompatible with this scenery.. Some nice improvements on the original, but it's exceptionally
buggy. There are errors in the logic of the game (specifically, with how it detects matches to the correct drawing prompt) and
general QA/uptime issues. You should not buy this game.
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Severe lack of systems and variety. All enemies are of the same type and look the same, most of the equip you'll get will be
theirs. Progress is also more watching numbers increase.

Combat is in the vein of warband, Kingdom Come: Deliverance, Chivalry and Dark Messiah of Might and Magic, but less
mechanically deep than any of them. It severely needs either more systems or more variety, for example ranged weaponry,
weapon throwing, maybe some special moves or grappling.

The process of progressing through the game gets old rather quick. You move to a room and kill a guard or later on more. You
loot them, switch your equipment out with theirs if theirs has higher numbers and check if they have a cell key. If they do, you
free the room's prisoner and equip him with the stuff the guard had on him and then move to the next room. Rinse and repeat.

The rooms are structurally varied but the only difference between them really is whether or not there is something you can kick
your enemy into to instakill him. This could be improved by adding opportunities to interact with the levels more, perhaps in the
form of environmental hazards you can trigger to kill your enemies, as you could in DMoM&M.

TL;DR: Game is mechanically shallow and rather repetitive, you should probably get Dark Messiah of Might and Magic instead,
as it is available for about 10 bucks on Steam. Not recommended as you can get titles like Into the Breach for the same amount
of money and get way more for it.. Pretty fun if you're looking for a quick fix of arcade racing/demolition/random zombie
slaying. Not an astounding game by any means, and it doesn't bring much new to the table, but it's pretty entertaining if you can
get it for pretty cheap.. I really liked this game. Yeah it is short, but it is interesting and different. The idea is very itresting and
sad showing a deep and pleasurable experience that shows in some ways the plight of the Irish and celts in general. Can't wait
for part 2 and considering this game is 5 dollars why haven't you bought it.. dynasty warriors pubg. get on the red hare and avoid
contact cause the combat system is ♥♥♥♥ed. Personally, I think this game should be free. It just doesn't look like something
that would cost money. The gameplay tends to make me dizzy within a few seconds as well.. I wanted this game to be good so
bad, but it's just...not. The combat could be improved with a little polish and less cheap enemies, sure, but the level design really
kills it. Going back and forth between a huge linier map with the ocasional inexplicable dungeon isn't metroidvania, it's just a
waste of time that drags all the other flaws into the spotlight.

The dialogue is also very, very bad. I understand not being a native English speaker, but at the very least it needs an editor.
Every character sounds like it was written by a literal space alien-no real engrish, but it doesn't sound like anything anyone
would say in real life anyway.

There's a sequel on the way and I sincerely hope it improves on this one's flaws, because there's so much potential that just sadly
wasn't executed well here.. One of the better AM titles. Appropriate music, no annoying sound effects or cringy voice acting
like some, and generally good quality assets. The only technical letdown is even in 2017 they've yet to move past a 720p
interface.

Even the writing was decent, and there were some nice touches like meeting young Einstein, schematics based on actual
scientific principles. I found 100%'ing the game to be pretty straightforward on expert difficulty, plus there's a small reward in
the end of the story for clicking all the collectibles.. The 11th Hour is one of the most bull-crap games I have ever played, but
let’s start with the story.

It’s been 60 years after the events of the first game. It is now 1995 and Stauf is still up to his old tricks. Carl Denning, an
investigative reporter for the television series Case Unsolved, is having coffee with Robin Morales, his producer and lover.
But after making some rude comments to her she goes to investigative the grisly murders and disappearances in the otherwise
quiet little town of Harley-on-the-Hudson.

Only to mysteriously disappear herself, Carl upset at this soon gets a portable computer called the GameBook delivered by
persons unknown to him postmarked Harley. So with portable computer in hand he goes to the old and abandoned Stauf
mansion to save Robin.

Now what I liked about the game, I liked the story it had some interesting ideas.
Liked the cutseens you get in the game even those it shows its age and some of the characters in the cutseens were jackasses.
But it was still nice. And I really liked you could movie a lot faster in the game.
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Now for bed, you have to solve a riddle just to start and play the game.

Then there are the puzzles and some were okay, but a lot were just crap especially the A.I puzzles but it was a good thing you
could just use the portable computer to beat them, except the last one.

And when you beat them you need to solve riddles just to continue you game some were good but other where just a pain in
the♥♥♥♥♥

Then there is the story, as I have said it had some interesting ideas like the house itself being alive or needing to eat. But those
ideas where not used to their fullest and it all so open up of plot holes in the first game.

 in the opening of the game we find out that Stauf had the house built when he became rich so how is it a living being now? And
the story still does not tell how a bum/drifter like Henry Stauf become a dark warlock. And didn’t he go to hell in the first game
how is he back? 

And the game has some bugs like when you go out of it just to check a walkthrough the game freezes and if you try to click
when the opening of the game is starting you may cause the game to crash.

Then there is that sometimes the sound effect’s like the rain or a heartbeat continues even if you’re away from where the sound
first came from or even if you pause the game.

And lastly there is that the final puzzle. It is another face the A.I and if you do beat it you can’t save the game when you have to
pick one of the three endings for the game so do get the other endings you’re going to have to play and beat the last puzzle again.

So with that said this game is bull-crap even more then the first game. But like I said in the first one, I would like to see a
remake of this game, give it to the right people and we could have a very scary game.

So in the end I can’t really recommend this game not even to people who want to play an old school horror game from the early
days.
. Me: *15 mins into the game* I can already feel the insanity within (ﾉ◕ヮ◕)ﾉ
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